
ORGANISATION
Player in pairs + small narrow 
pitch + two goals + GKs

This session is designed to work on
defending in pairs. The practice
starts with the first red pair driving
out and scoring in the goal. As soon
as the shot goes in, the next yellow
pair can attack. The reds have to
transition to defence and stop the
attack with recovery runs and work
together to break up play.

Encourage fast reactions and
aggressive running with the ball. If
the reds win the ball back from
yellow you can allow play to go on or
stop the game and the next red pair
attack the yellows. The practice is a
wave, it is physically demanding so
manage distances. Observe players
who are communicating and co-
operating together. Defensive

principles like pressure and cover
should emerge and team work is
crucial to this being successful.

Possible Constraints

1. If you have bigger player
numbers do the session in 3v3s

2. Progress the practice with
overloads. For example players
can run out in pairs or groups of
three.

3. Set up a scoring zone close
range so players don’t shoot
from distance if you don’t have
GKs. This can be included with
GKs too.

4. Twist the pitch so goals are on
opposite angles or add in four
goals for more unpredictability.

The Set Up
Two goals with our without GKs. Age appropriate pitch, not 
too wide. Halfway line in place so players cannot shoot in 
their own half..

Quick Reactions!
Quick reactions are required from the attacking team to 
recover as soon as they have shot at goal.. Reds shoot 
and have to turn and defend.

Recovery & Delay
Reds try to get back in and score but yellows are successful in 
shooting. As soon as yellows score, the next red pair break out 
and attack.

The SPACE needs to be physically manageable. Don’t make the pitch too long and adjust size for the age of 
your players.  Be aware of timing sets to discuss defensive responsibilities and how to recover/stop the 
attack effectively. 

CONSIDERATIONS

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS
Technical
Dribbling
Running with the ball
Dribbling
Tackling

Physical
Agility
Recovery
Sprints
Multi-directional speed

Psychological
Determination
Persistence
Desire
Composure

Social
Teamwork
Communication
Encouragement
Collaboration

TEAMWORK: The practice is very demanding
physically. Communication will be crucial to
defensive and attacking success. Encourage lots
of noise!

COLLABORATION: Observe which pairs or
groups are working best together and why.

PEER TO PEER: Use the clock as a chance to
coach or get players feeding back to each other.
The session works well with short 3-5 minute sets
as it is hard work. Get players talking on and off
the pitch about solving the problems set in the
task.

SESSION PLAN
Teamwork & Collaboration: 2v2 Transition

15 – 20 minutes
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ORGANISATION
Football pitch divided into thirds + 
two goals + 2 teams

This session is a combination play
small sided game designed to get
players working together to break
into the final third of the opposition.
The game is mostly played in the
middle third. Teams can only pass
into the final third from the middle of
defensive third, however if you have
an individual who is a great dribbler,
you might progress to condition
them to be allowed to take players
on 1v1.

Teams build the play from the GK to
try and break into the final third. You
can restrict the opposition to only
defend in the middle third or allow a
decision.

Focus on team work to get good
timing of movement, timing of pass,
patience in possession and good
build up.

Possible Constraints

1. Restrict team to only pass into
the final third

2. Progress to allow an individual(s)
to dribble if it suits their needs.
The team are then challenged to
try and get this player in 1v1
positions.

3. Restrict opposition from pressing
and say they have to drop
behind third line on turnover.

4. Allow defensive decision to press
or drop if ball is lost in attacking
third.

The Set Up
Age appropriate pitch divided three zones. Teams can only 
pass into the final third, no dribbling so they have to work 
together to score..

Success
Yellow team successfully combine to attack the red goal 
with a forward run and forward pass. Yellows can 
recover to defend

Press or Hold?
Yellows have won the ball. Do the reds press or hold? Or do 
you restrict them so they cannot press? If they drop off or 
press they have to work together to be effective.

The SPACE needs to be big enough to allow players to run beyond or in behind. Adjust the pitch based on 
your squad numbers. This game can work from 4v4 to 11v11. Consider how you manipulate the possible 
constraints based on player needs and ability. 

CONSIDERATIONS

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS
Technical
Receiving
Releasing
Movement
Finishing

Physical
Forward runs
Sprints
Agility
Tackling

Psychological
Resilience
Acceptance
Patience
Persistence

Social
Team work
Collaboration
Communication
Support

TEAMWORK: The practice requires patience and
communication. Teams have to work together to
find creative ways to break into the space behind.

COLLABORATION: Observe how players try to
break in to the final third. Are they patient? Are
they rushing? Give players time to discuss how
they will get success.

PEER TO PEER: Use the Watch for effective
communication to the problem. Don’t give
players solutions to the problem, let them
collaborate to find them. Facilitate peer to peer
feedback during and after the game.

SESSION PLAN
Teamwork & Collaboration: Combination Play

40 – 45 minutes
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